Warning: The following meeasurments and adjustments must be performed by a qualified electronics technician. The front panel of this drive
has high voltage hazards on terminals R-S-T, r -t, Y3, Y4 and U-V-W. Use extreme caution when making these adjustments.
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ADJUSTMENT

(Cont'd)
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Table

Potentiometer

6.22

VR1(IN-B)

Functions

turn

Too low, drive timeout
fault, too high, jerky
motion or vibration.
Faults 1 and 3

How to Adjust

Speed Amplifier
Adjustment

VR5 (CUR)

Zero

Compensate
the following
condition with zero
adjustment.
• Where
the positioning
completion
signal is
output unbalanced.
• Where
the vibration
of
one pluse response
is
large at servo lock.

VTG
1
Characteristics

0

,_,,'SPEED

To increase gain. turn.
CW.

too low "3" fault, too
high vibration. Adjust
full ccw, then cw
slowly until "3" fault is
ellimnated.

To prevent hunting,
CCW.

Adjustment

Turning
_
CCW decreases
the peak value of
starting current.
_
has been preset fully CWat the factory.

no current limit set as shipped, set full cw,
then slowly turn ccw until [1] fault occurs then adjust 1/4 turn cw or more until fault no
longer occurs. If low freq vibration occurs, set
this max full CW.

OUTPUT
X

°X-'NP°T
Maximum
outputvoltageof
speed amplifiervaries,

VR15 (BIAS)

Speed Loop Gain
Adjustment

How to Adjust

Current

GAIN
2 OPTIMUM

VR6 (LOOP)

Functions

Starting

Adjust when motor is
still so that minimal
lights are blinking on
ABC. This setting
should be done last

3 SMALLGAIN

Potentiometer

Adjustment

VR3 (ZERO)

Position
Loop Gain
Adjustment
To increase gain,
CW.

Potentiometer

Speed Reference
Compensation

VR16 (CFV)

Bias

Speed Reference
Feed
Forward Compensation

VR21 (PG5V)

Voltage
Adjustment
PG 4- 5 V Power

To increase bias
compensation voltage,
turn _
CW.

Adds feed forward
compensation
to increase
the apparent Kpvalue

If compensation
is
excessive, the motor

and to improve the response. 5.25V at the factory
Turning _
CW

will

hunt.

i

of

Voltage adjustment for
PG power.
_
has been preset at

increases the compensation.

turn

If compensation
is
excessive, the motor will
hunt.

Characteristics
BIASVOLTAGE

-- 40 --

If too low carriage
squeals when
approaching its
destination. Turn
full CW to reduce
squeal.

Turning _
CW
increases the voltage.
If the influence of voltage
drop occurs due to long
voltage.
Do not PG,
set increase
_
to
wiring
the 6V
or above.
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